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Introduction

The existing nuclear non-proliferation and 
disarmament regime, which was designed in 
the 1960s and 1970s, has certainly its merits. 
The lack of serious engagement on behalf of 
the nuclear weapon states (NWS) to elimi-
nate their nuclear weapons, as required by 
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), 
however, is more and more being criticized 
by the non-nuclear weapon states (NNWS). 
Their patience is running out of steam, and, 
crucially, they have found leverage in the 
form of the so-called humanitarian initiative, 
including the prospect of banning nuclear 
weapons. The upcoming five-yearly NPT 
Review Conference - from 27 April to 22 
May 2015 in New York - will be a test of 
the strength of the humanitarian initiative as 
well as an indication whether the NWS have 
understood the message.

This paper wants to find out to what extent 
the NPT and the humanitarian initiative are 
complimentary, and aims to assess this new 
narrative in view of the upcoming 
NPT Review Conference.

The Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty anno 2015
The spread of nuclear weapons to more and 
more states (let alone non-state actors) is 
generally regarded as a threat to international 
peace and security. The NPT entered into 
force in 1970 after Ireland had taken the 
initiative in 1958, later on supported by the 
former superpowers.

The NPT aims to prevent the further spread 
of nuclear weapons to more countries, and 
is still the cornerstone of the overall nuclear 
non-proliferation regime. In terms of mem-
bership, it is one of the most successful treaties 
ever. All states in the world, except Israel, Paki-
stan and India, signed up in the end.1 That is 
remarkable because they had to promise never 
to build nuclear weapons. Only the United 
States, the USSR, the United Kingdom, 
France, and China were recognized as nuclear 

weapon states, at least for the time being, as 
they already carried out a nuclear explosion 
before 1967. There is a general consensus that 
the NPT has raised the bar against further 
proliferation, together with other non-prolif-
eration mechanisms such as coercion by the 
superpowers, the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA), informal rules, and norms.2

The NPT, however, has also limits. If a 
country is really determined to go nuclear, it 
can build nuclear weapons in secret and at a 
certain point in time announce its withdrawal 
from the treaty, just as North Korea did in 
2003. If this example is followed by other 
states (e.g. Iran), it will undoubtedly jeopar-
dize the treaty. Another flaw in the treaty is 
that the acquisition of large civilian nuclear 
(including enrichment and reprocessing) 
facilities is in principle allowed, but once a 
country has acquired such facilities building 
the bomb is relatively easy. 

Most significantly, the NPT is discriminatory 
as it makes a distinction between nuclear and 
non-nuclear weapon states. The last group 
only agreed not to acquire nuclear weapons on 
two conditions: one, that they would not be 
blocked from acquiring civilian nuclear facili-
ties and could get support in this regard (Art. 
4); and secondly, that the nuclear weapon 
states promised to get rid of nuclear weapons 
(Art. 6). Without this deal, there would not 
have been a treaty. Article 6 reads:

‘Each of the parties to the treaty undertakes to 
pursue negotiations in good faith on effective 
measures relating to cessation of the nuclear 
arms race at an early date and to nuclear 
disarmament, and on a treaty on general and 
complete disarmament under strict and effec-
tive control.’ 

Arguably the biggest lacuna in the text is the 
lack of a deadline with respect to nuclear 
disarmament. Article 6 requires the parties 
to start up two nuclear disarmament negotia-
tions: one to stop the nuclear arms race and 
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another to eliminate nuclear weapons. Quan-
titatively speaking, the arms race has been 
halted. But the remaining ones - still 18,000 
on earth - are constantly being modernized.  
The United States alone is planning to mod-
ernize its nuclear weapons arsenal for $1,000 
billion over the next 30 years. Whether the 
first part of Article 6 is fulfilled is therefore 
debatable. A similar evaluation applies to the 
second part: the NWS claim that nuclear 
negotiations with respect to nuclear disar-
mament have been held. That is correct to 
the extent that there have been bilateral arms 
reduction negotiations between the United 
States and the USSR (and later on Russia). 
However, these negotiations had not elimi-
nation as its immediate focus, while that is 
required by the treaty. The NWS have nei-
ther initiated multilateral negotiations with 
the aim of eliminating all nuclear weapons, 
and they are still unwilling.

The bottom-line is that a very large group 
of parties under the treaty believe that the 
NWS are not fulfilling their nuclear disar-
mament obligations under the treaty, while 
at the same time they themselves do fulfil 
their obligations. They claim that the nuclear 
arms reductions have been far too little and 
far too late, that the NWS keep hanging on 
to their nuclear weapons and that they do 
not take the goal of nuclear elimination seri-

ously. Many NNWS feel deeply disrespected 
in this regard. This frustration is reaching 
a point where the issue is seen in terms of 
injustice.3

These grievances are regularly uttered by the 
NNWS, for instance at the five-yearly NPT 
Review Conferences. The NNWS succeeded in 
convincing the NWS to adopt ‘13 steps’ at the 
Review Conference in 2000 as well as an action 
plan including 22 disarmament actions ten years 
later. These steps or actions, however, are not 
implemented, or only to a very limited extent.4 
Sometimes, like in 2005, the Review Confer-
ence completely fails due to a lack of consensus 
between the NNWS and the NWS, predomi-
nantly on the issue of nuclear disarmament.

The current nuclear disarmament crisis, however, 
runs even deeper. Also other multilateral arms 
control institutions seem to have grinded to a 
halt. Take for instance the UN Conference on 
Disarmament (CD) that in the past succeeded 
in negotiating the Chemical Weapons Conven-
tion (1993) and the CTBT (1996). Since the 
end of the 1990s, however, the CD has not been 
able to discuss substantial matters as the parties 
were not even able to agree on an agenda. In 
short, nuclear disarmament is at an impasse, and 
as a result the overall nuclear non-proliferation 
regime is in crisis.5 The humanitarian initiative is 
a direct answer to this impasse.
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Vienna Hofburg Palace where the third conference on the humaniatrian impact of nuclear weapons took place in 2014. Copyright: Tomas 1111. 
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The humanitarian initiative 6

Crises are challenges. New ideas come up, the 
best are picked up and gain support. The idea 
of a nuclear weapons ban, as part of the larger 
humanitarian initiative, is such a promising 
idea. The Austrian delegation warned already 
at the NPT Review Conference in 2010: ‚If 
there is no clear progress towards “global zero”, 
we will discuss with parties the feasibility of a 
global instrument to ban these weapons. The 
NPT remains the cornerstone of the interna-
tional nuclear nonproliferation regime. But a 
static regime that has lost its vision may ben-
efit from fresh ideas.‘7 Alexander Kmentt, the 
Austrian official in charge of nuclear disarma-
ment, repeated later on: ‚the tactics of playing 
for time [by the NWS]...will not work for 
much longer‘.8 The alternative that is proposed 
is the humanitarian initiative.

Characteristic of the humanitarian initiative 
is that it focuses on the question whether and 
how societies can cope with the consequences 
of the use of nuclear weapons, a question that 

was basically neglected during the Cold War. 
Nuclear weapons are not supposed to be used 
(if the rules of the nuclear deterrence game are 
followed) but that does not mean that they will 
not be used. As former Secretary of Defence 
Robert McNamara warned: ‚The indefinite 
combination of nuclear weapons and human 
fallibility will lead to the destruction of na-
tions‘.9

The humanitarian initiative therefore asks the 
fundamental question what will be the conse-
quences if these weapons will be used again, be 
it in an authorized, unauthorized or accidental 
way. Recent studies reveal that the nuclear 
winter theories of the past were not incorrect. 
For instance, the use by India and Pakistan of 
50 nuclear weapons each, which is only a frac-
tion of the existing arsenals worldwide, would 
lower the temperatures on earth to the extent 
that hundreds of millions (up to 1 to 2 billion 
people) could die of starvation as less food 
(like rice) would be available.10 Even the use of 
just one modern nuclear weapon would have 
catastrophic consequences that could result in 
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Hiroshima ground zero. Between 70,000 and 80,000 inhabitants of the city died immediately because of the bombing. Copyright: Neale Cousland. 
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tens or hundreds of thousands of people dying 
if dropped on a city.11 Because nuclear weap-
ons by definition cannot make a distinction 
between civilians and the military their use is 
generally recognized (except by the NWS) as 
being contrary to international humanitarian 
law.12 As a result, advocates of the humanitar-
ian initiative propose that nuclear weapons 
should be banned, just as biological weapons 
(1972) and chemical weapons (1993), and 
more recently landmines (1997) and cluster 
munitions (2008) have been declared illegal.

Two factors explain the origins of the hu-
manitarian initiative in the mid-2000s. First, 
the end of the Cold War had opened up the 
possibility of fundamental change. However, 
the nuclear doctrines of the nuclear weapon 
states did not change in a significant way. The 
basic paradigm of the Cold War - nuclear 
deterrence - lived on, while the general public 
seemed not to care anymore about the remain-
ing nuclear arsenals. Nuclear weapons only 
made headlines in the news when it was 
unveiled that „rogue states“ like Iraq, North 
Korea or Iran tried to acquire nuclear weapons 
in secret. After 9/11, the threat of nuclear 
terrorism was taken more serious. Unfortu-
nately, the link between these new threats and 
the existing nuclear weapons arsenals was not 
made. Governments had - rightly or wrongly 
- other priorities than nuclear disarmament. 
It is not surprising therefore to find out that 

nuclear disarmament basically stalled from the 
mid-1990s onwards. 

Consequently, according to the advocates of 
nuclear disarmament, there was a clear need to 
bring this issue again to the fore, and prefer-
ably in an original way that would trigger 
the interest of the public at large. Hence the 
humanitarian initiative, which is a serious con-
tender for the mainstream narrative of nuclear 
deterrence that had dominated the Cold War 
and beyond. The humanitarian initiative is an 
approach that people may more easily under-
stand and cherish. Assuming that the push 
for a nuclear weapon free world will have to 
come at least partly from the general public, 
including in the NWS, the humanitarian 
narrative is a blessing for those who kept the 
flame of nuclear disarmament after the end of 
the Cold War. By banning nuclear weapons in 
the short or medium term, even without the 
initial approval of the nuclear weapon states, 
its advocates hope to strengthen further the 
existing anti-nuclear norm, and at the same 
time initiate a societal debate inside the NWS 
about the future of nuclear weapons.

Second, the humanitarian initiative is a logical 
extension of the increasing role of internation-
al (humanitarian) law in international politics 
since the end of the Second World War: e.g., 
the Conventions of Geneva (1949) that have 
been supplemented with the Additional Pro-

First Soviet nuclear bomb. Copyright: Zuperpups.
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tocols in 1977; the idea of the Responsibility 
to Protect (R2P); Criminal Courts that have 
been set up after the genocide in Ruanda and 
the wars in the former Yugoslavia; the Interna-
tional Criminal Court that was established in 
2002; and the norm against inhumane weapons 
that was strengthened with the ban on land-
mines (1997) and on cluster munitions (2008). 
Given this evolution with respect to the jus ad 
bellum and jus in bello, one can indeed wonder 
why nuclear weapons, which are the most 
destructive weapons, are not yet banned.13

In the same vein, the Marshall Islands 
launched a lawsuit at the International Court 
of Justice against all nine NWS on 24 April 
2014. It claims that their islands in the South 
Pacific still suffer negative health and envi-
ronmental effects as a result of the 67 nuclear 
tests - not unrelated to nuclear weapons use 
- conducted by the United States in the 1940s 
and 1950s, including a test with a 15 mega-
ton bomb (or 15,000 KT).14 If it wins the 
lawsuit, the Marshall Islands will not ask for 
financial compensation, but for the abolition 
of the nuclear weapons arsenals as required by 
international law.

The humanitarian initiative took the concrete 
form of a series of international conferences. 

The idea for such conferences came from a 
number of fresh international NGOs that 
were established by activists that had been 
previously successful in banning landmines 
and cluster munitions. More in particular 
the International Campaign to Abolish 
Nuclear weapons (ICAN)15 (and to a lesser 
extent Global Zero16) are at the forefront 
of this new initiative. Established in the 
mid-2000s, they try to raise the issue, espe-
cially with the goal of reaching the younger 
generations. Existing peace organizations, 
focussed on more limited goals (like the 
CTBT or the withdrawal of U.S. tactical 
nuclear weapons from Europe) were rather 
sceptical at the beginning. But the humani-
tarian initiative got a boost when also Real-
ists like Henry Kissinger and George Schultz 
openly spoke out in favour of nuclear 
elimination in an op-ed in The Wall Street 
Journal in the beginning of 2007, although 
they used a more classic discourse based on 
national interests, security and the threat of 
proliferation.17 Two years later, the newly 
elected U.S. President Barack Obama gave a 
very stimulating speech on nuclear elimina-
tion in Prague.18

In the meantime, these NGOs had been able 
to convince states like Switzerland, Austria 

Fictional nuclear bomb explosions above city. The effects of a nuclear bomb explosion are indiscriminate. Copyright: twindesigner. 
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and Norway for their cause. Together with the 
International Committee of the Red Cross 
(ICRC), these states succeeded in introducing 
the following reference to the humanitarian 
cause into the Final Document of the 2010 
NPT Review Conference, also agreed upon by 
the five NWS: ‘The Conference expresses its 
deep concern at the catastrophic humanitarian 
consequences of any use of nuclear weapons 
and reaffirms the need for all states at all times 
to comply with applicable international law, 
including international humanitarian law’.19

As an extension of that clause, Switzerland in-
troduced a text on the humanitarian approach 
at the 2012 UN General Assembly (GA) 
First Committee, which was supported by 34 
states.20 At the 2013 NPT PrepCom 80 states 
backed a similar text by South Africa.21 At 
the 2013 and 2014 UN GA First Committee 
a similar statement by New Zealand was co-
sponsored by respectively 125 and 155 states.22

Furthermore, Norway - a NATO member 
state - organized an intergovernmental confer-
ence on the humanitarian consequences of the 
use of nuclear weapons in March 2013, which 
was attended by 128 states. Of the nine NWS, 
however, only India and Pakistan attended. 
The United States, the United Kingdom and 
France called it ‘a distraction’ to the step-by-
step approach of nuclear disarmament.23 The 
second conference that was held in Mexico 
in the beginning of 2014 attracted 146 states. 
On 8-9 December 2014, 156 states attended 
the third conference in Vienna (Austria). Re-
markably, this time even the United States and 
the United Kingdom (as well as a representa-
tive of a Chinese government-related think 
tank) were present. Of all NWS, only Russia, 
Israel, North Korea and France were absent in 
Vienna.

The impact of the humanitarian 
initiative on the 2015 NPT Review 
Conference
The 2015 NPT Review Conference will be 
the first Review Conference organized after 

the rise of the humanitarian initiative. Many 
observers believe that the humanitarian initia-
tive will hang as a shadow over the conference, 
or even directly influence its outcome: maybe 
not so much in the sense of making or break-
ing the conference, as its advocates do not 
want to be blamed for the likely failure of the 
conference, but more in terms of next steps to 
take.

Regardless of the humanitarian initiative, 
the following two items will stand out at 
the Review Conference: the lack of progress 
towards a weapons of mass destruction free 
zone (WMDFZ) in the Middle East, and the 
lack of fundamental progress towards nuclear 
elimination. The promise of a WMDFZ in 
the Middle East was part of the deal when the 
NPT was extended in 1995.25 At the Review 
Conference in 2010, the Arab states succeed-
ed in being promised that at least a confer-
ence on this topic with all stakeholders in the 
region (including Iran and Israel) would be 
held before the end of 2012.  As that did not 
happen, the Arab states were not amused, to 
say the least. Egypt simply walked out of the 
2013 NPT PrepCom meeting.

As no conference has been held on the issue of 
a WMDFZ in the Middle East, despite active 
diplomacy by the Finnish facilitator, and as 
no fundamental progress has been made on 
nuclear disarmament, the odds are that the 
non-nuclear weapon states and the nuclear 
weapon states will fail to agree on a consensus 
document at the end of May, which is general-
ly seen as the criterion for success of a Review 
Conference.

Fortunately, the failure of the Review Confer-
ence does not mean the end of the NPT, as 
history has shown. Nevertheless, there is a 
general feeling that a point of no return has 
been reached. Like Austria, many NNWS do 
not believe anymore that the NPT framework 
is sufficient to pressure the NWS to fulfil their 
disarmament obligations. Too many action 
plans and promises have been made that have 
not been implemented. According to those 
NNWS, it is time that the humanitarian 
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initiative will be plugged in into the overall 
nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation 
regime. Some observers are afraid that if 
this Review Conference fails, the NPT will 
become further sidelined and be overtaken by 
the humanitarian initiative. While the latter 
may be true, the NPT may also be saved from 
oblivion by the humanitarian initiative. With-
out any progress on nuclear disarmament, 
more states may leave the NPT in the future. 

Crucially, the main objective of the humani-
tarian initiative is complimentary to the goals 
of the NPT. As Eamon Gilmore, the Irish 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, stated at the UN 
High-Level Meeting on Nuclear Disarmament 
on 26 September 2013: ‚We believe that the 
humanitarian imperative for nuclear weapons 
disarmament is written into the DNA of the 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. It is why 
we have the Treaty‘...‘Today, the re-emergence 
of the humanitarian consequence narrative 
offers each of us an opportunity to return to 
first principles. The humanitarian approach 
provides more concrete ways to realize elimi-
nation, namely by outlawing nuclear weapons 
first in the hope of influencing the domestic 
debate inside the nuclear weapon states.‘26

Furthermore, the humanitarian approach 
and the gradual step-by-step approach are 
not in complete contradiction to each other. 
Once a nuclear weapons ban exists, the 
nuclear weapon states have to be convinced 
to join the ban and to start multilateral 
disarmament negotiations for a Nuclear 
Weapons Convention (NWC), including 
a time-frame and verification mechanisms, 
which will on its turn lay out further con-
crete steps towards a world without nuclear 
weapons. As long as there is no NWC, let 
alone a nuclear weapons free world, the 
NPT remains very much relevant, if only 
to prevent proliferation that would further 
complicate the road towards a world with-
out nuclear weapons.

The upcoming Review Conference will be a 
test to what extent the humanitarian initia-
tive has already become mainstream. Austria 

- the convenor of the last humanitarian con-
ference - has issued the so-called Austrian 
Pledge27, and has asked all NPT signatories 
to refer to the Austrian Pledge at the Review 
Conference. The Austrian Pledge is a smart 
diplomatic initiative that walks the middle 
road between what had been agreed at the 
humanitarian conferences so far, and a ban, 
which is still perceived as a taboo by some 
countries. The crucial passage in the pledge 
is: ‚calls on all states parties to the NPT...
to identify and pursue effective measures 
to fill the legal gap for the prohibition and 
elimination of nuclear weapons‘. 55 states, 
including 33 Latin American and Caribbean 
states, have already promised to support 
the Austrian Pledge.28 In case the Austrian 
Pledge is successful at the Review Confer-
ence, and in case the Conference fails to 
end up with a consensus document, one can 
expect that a fourth humanitarian confer-
ence will be announced (possibly in South 
Africa or Brazil), maybe already at the end 
of 2015. At that conference, a group of states 
may announce the start of negotiations for a 
Nuclear Weapons Ban Treaty. As a Nuclear 
Weapons Ban Treaty is expected to be short, 
and as it is expected that the NWS will not 
be part of the negotiating body, the odds are 
that these negotiations will not linger on for 
a long time, and that a ban could already be 
announced shortly thereafter.

United Nations General Assembly Hall in New York. From April to May 2015, States Parties to the NPT will meet 

for the Treaty’s Review Conference. Copyright: Songquan Deng.
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A Nuclear Weapons Ban Treaty will be a 
game-changer as it will raise the anti-nuclear 
norm to levels unseen. By declaring nuclear 
weapons illegal, the nuclear weapon states will 
be more and more cornered and be regarded 
as pariah states, which on its turn might trig-
ger a domestic debate in most of the NWS. As 
Acheson and Fihn argue: ‘It will also sup-
port a new discourse about nuclear weapons 
that understands them as weapons of terror, 
instability and insecurity rather than as “deter-
rents” or instruments of stability’.29

In order to reach the goal of a world without 
nuclear weapons, different groups of states 
will need to take their responsibility along the 
road. Ideally, the Ban Treaty is negotiated and 
signed by a large group of states, let‘s say at 
least 120. As this number of states is nowadays 
already part of a regional nuclear weapons 
free zone, reaching this number should not be 
insuperable. To reach this stage, the countries 
of the Non-Aligned Movement carry a large 
responsibility. If they can overcome their 
differences and if they can stand the pressure 
from the NWS30, they could make a tremen-
dous difference. If not, it will (only) take 
longer before the pressure on the NWS can be 
fully raised.

Nevertheless, that will not be sufficient. The 
states that will be crucial in a following phase 
will be those that are currently „protected“ by 
a nuclear umbrella. The 25 NATO NNWS 
as well as countries like Japan, South Korea 
and Australia will have to make a cost-benefit 
calculus in the not so distant future: whether 
to keep hanging on to a policy based on 
nuclear deterrence, or to join the rest of the 
non-nuclear weapon states around the world 
in sending a clear message to the nuclear 
weapon states to finally eliminate their nuclear 
arsenals.31 Only three NATO member states 
have up to now supported the humanitarian 
initiative: Norway, Denmark and Iceland. 
However, if 120 to 150 states in the world an-
nounce a ban on nuclear weapons, it is hard to 
believe that fence-sitting states like Germany, 
Belgium, the Netherlands, and many other 
NATO NNWS, as well as Japan will keep 

standing together with the few NWS. Henk 
Cor van der Kwast, the Dutch official repre-
sentative stated at the 2014 PrepCom: ‚the 
discussion on the humanitarian consequenc-
es...can invigorate the drive towards global 
zero‘.32 The odds are that public opinion in 
those countries will force their governments 
to agree with the ban, as it will be seen as the 
most effective - and only - way to pressure the 
nuclear weapon states to take serious their 
legal obligation to eliminate nuclear weapons.
Only in the last stage, maybe sooner than 
many would expect, the NWS have to take 
their responsibility and look into the mirror, 
and decide whether the overblown benefits of 
nuclear weapons33 keep weighing up against 
the many costs that are related to nuclear 
weapons.

Criticisms vis-à-vis the humanitarian 
initiative and rebuttals

There are of course many sceptics. Apart from 
those who dislike the idea of a world without 
nuclear weapons, three kinds of criticisms exist:

First, some states, including the so called „um-
brella“ states, still rely on nuclear deterrence, 
and therefore cannot yet agree on a ban.
The answer to that logic is that these states 
should start questioning their security poli-
cies because 1) there are more credible and 
therefore more reassuring deterrent alterna-
tives for nuclear weapons34; 2) a policy based 
on nuclear deterrence also carries tremendous 
risks35, 3) is a recipe for more proliferation and 
therefore an increased risk of nuclear weapons 
use, for which no society is prepared. As a 2015 
statement by the ICRC argues: ‚Weapons that 
risk catastrophic and irreversible humanitarian 
consequences cannot seriously be viewed as 
protecting civilians or humanity as a whole.‘36

Second, nuclear disarmament is a step-by-step 
process, it cannot be forced by decree; a ban is 
too large a step, and therefore „a distraction“ 
to the classic arms control approach. It is way 
too soon to talk about time-frames, oppo-
nents claim.
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The answer to this criticism is that the step-
by-step approach is going much too slow 
while the spread of nuclear weapons con-
tinues, and with that the risk that they will 
be used again. Above all, what is missing is 
a clear commitment by the NWS that they 
really want to eliminate their nuclear weap-
ons. The current modernization plans of the 
NWS37 are a clear manifestation of the lack 
of a political willingness to eliminate their 
nuclear arsenals. As the New Agenda Coali-
tion statement at the 2014 PrepCom argued: 
‚Failure to establish a structured framework 
... to pursue multilateral nuclear disarma-
ment, as required by the NPT, has meant 
that the process of disarmament has taken 
on the appearance of a voluntary endeavour 
to be undertaken by the NWS at a pace, in a 
manner, and on terms to be decided exclu-
sively by them. However ... nuclear disarma-
ment, however onerous and expensive, is not 
a voluntary endeavour. It is a Treaty obliga-
tion‘.38

That is why the NNWS have to step up the 
pressure and where the idea of a nuclear 
weapons ban comes in: not by forcing the 
NWS to agree, which is not possible, but by 
stimulating a debate inside the NWS about 
the future of their respective nuclear arsenals. 
A ban treaty - that, by the way, does not talk 
about time-frames - may help convince at 
least some of the NWS that their nuclear 
weapons policies are not sustainable, and 
that they have to take their NPT obligations 
seriously. Once that step has been taken, 
classic arms control will compliment the ban 
in the form of multilateral negotiations for 
a Nuclear Weapons Convention. Just like 
France and China became only member of 
the NPT in 1992, some NWS may step in at 
a later time. By definition, however, all NWS 
have to participate at a certain moment; 
otherwise, a nuclear weapons-free world is 
not possible.

Third, nuclear weapons cannot be compared 
with landmines and cluster munitions.
Admittedly, nuclear weapons are a different 
kind of weapon system than landmines and 
cluster munitions. Indeed, nuclear weapons are 
more deeply engrained in the defense postures 
than landmines and cluster munitions; at the 
same time, if used, they are much more destruc-
tive and inhumane than landmines and cluster 
munitions.

Lastly, nuclear weapons are compared with 
landmines and cluster munitions because of 
the process that was used to eliminate them, 
more in particular the following mechanisms: 
1) the initiative was taken by existing (includ-
ing the ICRC) and new international NGOs; 
2) that on their turn were able to convince 
states - middle powers - to take the lead in 
convincing other states in or outside the exist-
ing disarmament bodies to take their responsi-
bility and eliminate a class of weapons whose 
use is regarded by most human beings as being 
inhumane.

Conclusion
To conclude, muddling through, like during the 
last two decades, is a recipe for more prolif-
eration (including to non-state actors) and 
increases the risk of the use of nuclear weap-
ons. The NPT helped to manage but did not 
prevent further proliferation, and is a failure 
with respect to Article 6. The humanitarian 
initiative and more in particular a possible ban 
on nuclear weapons may be the best instrument 
to spark the necessary debate inside the nuclear 
weapon states about the future of their nuclear 
arsenals, and will hopefully lead to a multilater-
ally negotiated Nuclear Weapons Convention. 
Thereafter, both the nuclear weapon states and 
the non-nuclear weapon states will have to 
take their responsibility to manage the road to 
nuclear zero in a gradual process, but in con-
trast to the NPT within clear timeframes.

 
Indeed, nuclear 
weapons are more 
deeply engrained in the 
defense postures than 
landmines and cluster 
munitions; at the same 
time, if used, they are 
much more destruc-
tive and inhumane than 
landmines and cluster 
munitions.

 
Above all, what is miss-
ing is a clear commit-
ment by the nuclear 
weapon states that they 
really want to eliminate 
their nuclear weapons. 
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